Floral Design Demonstration Tutorials Assignment
Directions: Select ONE topic from each of the three levels listed below. Once selected, collect
the required materials for the tutorial of choice. Use the provided demonstration tutorial to
work through the topic. Take a minimum of six pictures, three showing various levels of
progress throughout the creation of your product, and three showing the finished product from
various angles. Upon completion of your project for each level, reflect on your experience in
two paragraphs, one focusing on your experience working through the tutorial, and the second
explaining how you could take the tutorial and implement it into an agriculture classroom.
Level 1 Topics:
- Proper Use of Floral
Tape
- Floral Wiring
Techniques
- Bow Making

Level 2 Topics:
- Boutonniere Assembly
- Wrist Corsage Assembly
- Standard Bud Vase
Arrangement

Level 3 Topics:
- Milkshake Arrangement
- Mound Arrangement
- A-dog-able
Arrangement
- Presentation Bouquet

Grading Rubric
Emerging

Proficient
Execution of Selected Directions were
followed completely,
Topic

as evidenced by the
finished product.
Proper materials were
used for each step.

Evidence of Selected
Topic

Reflection

At least 6 pictures are
submitted of the work
completed from the
tutorial of choice. 3
pictures must show the
progression through
the steps, 3 pictures
must show the finished
product from varying
angles.
A complete reflection is
submitted, including
one paragraph
reflecting on the
experience working
through the tutorial
and one paragraph
explaining how the
tutorial could be best
implemented into an
agriculture classroom.

Directions were
followed in part, with
one to three errors
shown in the finished
product. No more than
one improper material
was used.
4-5 pictures are
submitted of the work
completed from the
tutorial of choice. 2
pictures show the
progression through
the steps, 2 show the
finished product from
varying angles.
A reflection is
submitted, including
less than one
paragraph reflecting on
the experience working
through the tutorial
and less than a
paragraph explaining
how the tutorial could
best implemented into
an agriculture
classroom.

Beginning
More than three errors
were shown in the
finished product and
more than one
improper material
were used.
3 or fewer pictures are
submitted of the work
completed from the
tutorial of choice. Less
than 2 pictures
showing the
progression through
the steps and 2
showing the finished
product.
A reflection is
submitted but lacks
one of the two
required areas;
reflection on the
experience or an
explanation of how the
tutorial could be
implemented into an
agriculture classroom.
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